
 

SECTION 5310 VEHICLE 

TRANSFER POLICY 

 

Background: 

A vehicle transfer must occur if: 

1. The organization originally awarded the vehicle is no longer able to utilize the vehicle for its 

intended purpose 

AND 

2. There is remaining federal interest left in the vehicle as it does not meet useful life 

guidelines for disposition  

Who can Receive a Transferred Vehicle: 

In the event a vehicle must be transferred the following considerations will be made: 

1. Are there any nonprofits in the area the vehicle currently serves that can utilize the vehicle 

for the same intended purpose as the releasing agency? 

a. If yes, does the agency participate in the coordinated planning process?  

i. If no, proceed to consideration 2 

2. Are there any public bodies in the area the vehicle currently serves that can utilize the 

vehicle for the same intended purpose as the releasing agency? 

a. If yes, does the agency participate in the coordinated planning process?  

i. If no, proceed to consideration 3 

3. Are there any nonprofits in the state who can utilize the vehicle to meet the objectives of 

the 5310 program? 

a. If yes, does the agency participate in the coordinated planning process?  

i. If no, proceed to consideration 4 

4. Are there any public bodies in the state who can utilize the vehicle to meet the objectives 

of the 5310 program? 

a. If yes, does the agency participate in the coordinated planning process?  

i. If no, proceed to consideration 5 

5. Are there any agencies in the area the vehicle currently serves, who participate in other 

FTA-funded programs (i.e. Section 5311), that can utilize the vehicles for FTA objectives?  

a. If no, proceed to consideration 6 

6. Are there any agencies in the state, who participate in other FTA-funded programs (i.e. 

Section 5311), that can utilize the vehicles for FTA objectives?  

7. If there are no agencies who are included in a coordinated plan that meet 5310 objectives, 

or agencies who participate in other FTA programs, then ODOT will start back at 

consideration 1 but expand the consideration to agencies who are not currently in the 

coordinated plan.  However, the agency to be included in the coordinated plan at the time 

they would take possession of the vehicle(s). 

https://www.transportation.ohio.gov/wps/wcm/connect/gov/bc761b75-eca3-45a3-8854-a41f476e6396/5310ODOTDispositionGuidelinesChart.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CONVERT_TO=url&CACHEID=ROOTWORKSPACE.Z18_K9I401S01H7F40QBNJU3SO1F56-bc761b75-eca3-45a3-8854-a41f476e6396-nJABOYL
https://www.transportation.ohio.gov/wps/wcm/connect/gov/bc761b75-eca3-45a3-8854-a41f476e6396/5310ODOTDispositionGuidelinesChart.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CONVERT_TO=url&CACHEID=ROOTWORKSPACE.Z18_K9I401S01H7F40QBNJU3SO1F56-bc761b75-eca3-45a3-8854-a41f476e6396-nJABOYL
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The transferring agency may recommend an agency to receive the vehicles however they will be 

prioritized based on the above considerations and, if deemed a qualified candidate for the vehicle, 

must apply and be approved to receive it by ODOT. 

Applying for an Available Vehicle: 

Once an agency is identified to receive the vehicle, they must be reviewed and approved by the 

ODOT Office of Transit.  In the event multiple agencies can receive the vehicle, ODOT will first 

attempt to equitably distribute any vehicles to ensure maximum mobility and access.  ODOT follows 

the same process as new program awards when considering who is eligible to receive a vehicle that 

still has federal interest.  ODOT may request the following information when considering who 

should receive vehicles: 

• Service Area  

• Days the vehicle(s) will be operated 

• Annual Mileage estimates 

• Annual unduplicated trip estimates  

• Preventive Maintenance Plans 

• Proof that Coordinated Plan objectives will be met by the receiving agencies  

ODOT’s 5310 program is a competitively selecteed program, and thus vehicle transfers may be 

competitively selected by ODOT as well.  All transfers must be approved by ODOT. 

Transfer Process: 

• Subrecipient notifies ODOT that the vehicle can no longer be utilized 

• ODOT inquires about entities able to receive the vehicle following the considerations 

outlined in “Who can Receive a Transferred Vehicle” 

• Applications for the vehicle are submitted  

• ODOT selects who will receive the vehicle 

• An appraisal must occur for the vehicle, it is recommended that a vehicle vendor (TESCO, 

American Bus, BSI, etc.) complete the appraisal  

• The transferring agency may request the percentage of their local share of depreciated 

value from the agency receiving the vehicle  

o Ex:  Upon original award, the vehicle was $80,000.  ODOT contributed 80%, $64,000, 

and the local agency contributed 20%. $16,000.  At the time of the transfer the 

vehicle appraised for $60,000.  The transferring agency may request 20% of the 

depreciated value ($12,000) from the agency receiving the vehicle. 

• Once the local match has been exchanged, ODOT will release the lien and send the original 

title to the transferring agency to then transfer ownership to the receiving agency 

• ODOT will execute a contract with the receiving agency bounding them to the requirements 

of the Section 5310 program until the vehicle meets useful life requirements.  


